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Use cases in the draft

- Aeronautical Communications
- Amusement Parks
- Wireless for Industrial Applications
- Pro Audio and Video
- Wireless gaming
- UAV and V2V platooning and control
- Edge Robotics control
- Emergencies: Instrumented emergency vehicle
Use case structure

• Use Case Description
• Specifics
• Challenges
• The Need for Wireless
• Requirements for RAW
Summary of changes and actions since IETF111:

• Editorial fixes and improvements

• Actions agreed in IETF111:
  • Include discussion about non-latency critical communications
    • As a new sub-section “X.4.1 Non-latency critical communications” under “X.4 Requirements for RAW”
  • Ask for some good reviews before going WGLC
    • Got one from Corinna (THANKS!), mainly editorial, new revision will be available soon after IETF 112
Next steps

• Is there anything the WG feels needs to be updated/improved/added/removed?

• We need some additional good reviews before going WGLC
  • Kind request to the chairs ;}